<<<<<<<<<<<< RESUME >>>>>>>>>>>>>
LtJG Sam Carson
::in RR::
CMO Meri Wilson
::on bridge looking useful::
Ens. Walters
::in conference::
Lt Winston
::: is in the shuttlecraft with two others::::
Cnslr. Rockman
::in shuttle still in a coma::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Notices the Captain dissappeared:: As I was saying, my theory is that we create enough subspace pressure inside of the zone to stabilize it.
Lt Winston
#bridge crew: theis is Lt WInston what is the situation
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Have we enough power to accomplish that?
LtJG Sam Carson
::looks to where the CO was and looks back at Spencer::
CMO Meri Wilson
Winston: Sick Bay is prepared for most anything....most, that is...
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: A Class Four Probe.  Hopefully, I can make modifications where it absorbs energy once it is inside the zone, and then re-directs it.
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Then let's make it so.
CMO Meri Wilson
Winston: Errr...the medical crews, that is, are ready for most anything
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Aye Sir.
Cnslr. Rockman
::sees a bright white light begin toward him::
Lt Winston
#bridge crew: have you all worked on a plan to get us outt this?
Ens. Walters
::stands:: All right, Spencer's plan seems the best.  Let's implement it.  But I want a possible backup plan.
LtJG Sam Carson
::nods and stands to leave the RR::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Spencer has an idea; we are about to implement it.  What is your situation?
Cnslr. Rockman
::the light gets brighter and blots out the figures around him::
Lt Winston
#walters: my shuttlecraft is uneffected by the power loss.. we might try a tow?!?!?
Cnslr. Rockman
::holds arm up in front of eyes::No!  I don't want to go!!
Ens. Greg Spencer
#Winston: ::Interjects::  The Shuttle craft doesn't have enough mass, or power to tow the Callisto out of this.
Ens. Walters
#Winston: That's a possible backup plan.  It would take more than one craft to tow Callisto.
Lt Winston
#spencer.. so i take it there is a gravametical pull as well?
Cnslr. Rockman
<Rockman's Dad>Steven: Come, Steven.  You must obey the light.
Ens. Greg Spencer
#Winston: Minor at present.  It won't be strong enought to pull the Callisto in for a few days... but it is enought to prevent your shuttle from towing us.
Cnslr. Rockman
Dad: I asked you before if you knew what was happening to my ship!  Why are you avoiding the question?
Lt Winston
#spencer: understood.... well do what the capt says..
LtJG Sam Carson
::walks to station on the bridge::
Ens. Walters
#<Nurse Anderson>  Bridge:  We need the doctor down here asap;  the counselor's condition is no better, and we are at a loss.
CMO Meri Wilson
# Nurse Anderson: On my way
Cnslr. Rockman
<dad>Rockman: Steven, I haven't avoided it.  I'm simply trying to do what's best for you.  Why do you resist?
LtJG Sam Carson
::looks up at the Doc:: Doc: you will need an envior suit if your going down there.
CMO Meri Wilson
::heads for turbolift::
Cnslr. Rockman
::sweat breaks out on Cnslr's forehead and he starts to shiver::
LtJG Sam Carson
Doc: and the TL don't work.
Ens. Walters
Doc:  Hold up.  Let Carson equip you properly before heading down to Sickbay.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Are we done sir?
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Yes.  Let's get started on your plan.
CMO Meri Wilson
::realizes TL is out, mutters to herself::
Cnslr. Rockman
Dad: I don't believe you are my father.  Now answer my question!
Ens. Walters
::stands and dismisses staff to their stations::
Lt Winston
#bridge: the three of us down here are doing fine with expetion to the coma victime.. the coma victim is stable
LtJG Sam Carson
::goes to wall and opens panel, takes out one extra small envior suit and hands it to the Doc:: Doc: This looks like it will fit ya.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters:  We'll have to restore power to the probe launchers.
CMO Meri Wilson
Carson: Thank you ::accepts suit::
CMO Meri Wilson
::tries to put it on::
CMO Meri Wilson
Carson: Where does this...oh...right never mind...got it ::struggling::
Cnslr. Rockman
::sees the light diminish somewhat::
Ens. Walters
::exits and moves to bridge:: 
CMO Meri Wilson
::realizes the Counselor is on the shuttle and wonders why she's putting on this damn suit::
LtJG Sam Carson
::raises eyebrows:: Doc: putting on a little weight?
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Follows Walters onto the bridge and moves to Science::
Lt Winston
:::;sitting and wondering what kinda evac situation we can do:::
CMO Meri Wilson
::looks at Carson::
Ens. Walters
::wonders where French got off to::   ::shrugs, muttering to self:: It must be important.
LtJG Sam Carson
::grins::
CMO Meri Wilson
::grins back::
Cnslr. Rockman
<dad>Rockman:  very well.  the problem your ship is having has to do with several gravitic generators in the area...
LtJG Sam Carson
Doc: Just kidding, Doc. ::smiles::
CMO Meri Wilson
Carson: Can't I just be beamed to the shuttle without all this nonsense?
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Works on configuring the probe.::
CMO Meri Wilson
Carson: Yeah, just wait until your next checkup....
Ens. Walters
::sits in XO seat for the time being, waits for status reports::
LtJG Sam Carson
Doc: That depends on how much power the shuttle has
Cnslr. Rockman
<dad>Rockman:  this information will do you no good since you and your crewmates will be dead within the day.
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Let me know when you're ready to launch your plan.
LtJG Sam Carson
::check up??  gulps::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Aye sir.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Works feverishly::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Your status?  Have you enough power to beam the doc to your location?
Cnslr. Rockman
dad: gravitic generators? Where are they?  How do we disable them?
CMO Meri Wilson
::chuckles as she finishes getting into the suit::
Lt Winston
#walters: oh yes.
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Or shall I tell her she has to hoof it?
Lt Winston
:::preparing to beam CMO to shuttlecraft::::
CMO Meri Wilson
::prepares for silly transport thingy::
Ens. Walters
#Acknowledges Winston's response:
Lt Winston
#cmo: prepare to be beamed.. you should have said something....
LtJG Sam Carson
Doc: take the suit anyway, you might need it
Cnslr. Rockman
<dad>Rockman: You have refused your just honor, my son.  There is nothing more I can do here.
Ens. Walters
Doc: You're in luck.
Lt Winston
:::: getting transport lock:::
Ens. Walters
Doc:  You get to ride in comfort ::grins::
Lt Winston
#CMO: bring your envior suit ok
CMO Meri Wilson
Winston: I only just this second got this confounded suit on
LtJG Sam Carson
::turns back to useless console::
Ens. Walters
::taps fingers on armrest, waiting for Spencer's go::
Lt Winston
::beams CNO here::::
CMO Meri Wilson
::ready for transport::
CMO Meri Wilson
::materializes::
Cnslr. Rockman
::the bright white light disappears and all is dark::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Finishes:: Walters: Done, sir.
CMO Meri Wilson
::looks around shuttle craft::
Lt Winston
:points to coma victim::
CMO Meri Wilson
::nods and heads toward the Counselor::
Cnslr. Rockman
::sweat on Cnslr's forehead dries up and he stops shivering::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: I'll launch the probe and just let is use one thruster bursts and then momentum to carry it into the zone.  We should know a few minutes later if it works.
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Excellent.  Can you postulate on whatever repercussions might occur?  Will there be shock waves?
CMO Meri Wilson
::whips out a tricorder and scans the Counselors vital signs::
CMO Meri Wilson
::notices a slight anxiety neurospasm::
CMO Meri Wilson
::frowns and moves some dials::
Ens. Walters
::looks at Carson:: What is status of shields?
LtJG Sam Carson
Waltes: 10%
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: I can't extrapolate without precise computer calculations.  One thing I do know... we won't get the power back.  We'll be here for awhile re-generating.
CMO Meri Wilson
::applies a small amount of Pentritrol to the deltoid neutrophil::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Prepare to launch on my mark  ::waits to know if we have diverted enough power to provide some protection::
Ens. Walters
::frowns:: 10% only, eh?
Lt Winston
:::: trying to tap inot hte OPS console on the bridge but is having diffuclty::::
Cnslr. Rockman
::heart rate begins to sped up to normal::
LtJG Sam Carson
::diverting what power she can::
CMO Meri Wilson
::monitors reaction on med tricorder::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Ready sir.
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  We are about to launch a probe per Spencer's plan. 
Lt Winston
#walters: ok....
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: Aye, trying to pull power from wherever I can find it, without touching lifesupport
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Shield power is extremely low, but I believe we should engage the plan, sir...
CMO Meri Wilson
::injects 10cc of tessalon::
Ens. Walters
::nods at Carson::
Ens. Walters
::raises hand, waiting on the go from Winston::
Lt Winston
#walters: why tell me this.. is the captn not there?
LtJG Sam Carson
::pulling power from somewhere:: Walters: I have shields at 25%, but that's all we are gonna get
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  He is otherwise engaged.  You are in command of the vessel, sir. 
Cnslr. Rockman
::respiration beginning to return to normal::
CMO Meri Wilson
::frowns at para myosinogen readouts::
Lt Winston
#walters: i did not know... ok.. if spencers plan seem to be the only one...... we need to do it.... im giving the mark... 
Ens. Walters
::drops hand:: Spencer:  engage the plan.
CMO Meri Wilson
::turns Tricorder right side up....aaahhh...readings are much better now::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Punches the launch button::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Away sir...
Cnslr. Rockman
::eyes flutter open for an instant, then close::
LtJG Sam Carson
::watches probe make it's way....::
Ens. Walters
Carson:  Bring the sensor on viewer.
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: On viewer
CMO Meri Wilson
::shakes Counselor gently::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Monitor the results of the launch.
Lt Winston
#walters: we need to prepare an evac plan just in case....
CMO Meri Wilson
Rockman: Counselor? Can you hear me?
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Indeed.  I'
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Aye.
Ens. Walters
I'm open to suggestions; our options are.....somewhat limited.
Cnslr. Rockman
::out of pure instinct, Cnslr's hand shoots up an grabs Doc by the throat::
LtJG Sam Carson
::a fuzzy picture at best shows on the viewscreen:: Walters: that's the best we are gonna get on the screen.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: The probe entered the zone.
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Status?
CMO Meri Wilson
::chokes::
Lt Winston
3watlers: send me the exact crew count... my computer cant establish a network protocol
Ens. Walters
Carson:  ::nods::  Given the power situation....
CMO Meri Wilson
::fumbles for a sedative::
Cnslr. Rockman
::still asleep::
LtJG Sam Carson
::adjusts wave lengths, trying to get better resolution::
CMO Meri Wilson
::prys Rockman's hand from her throat::
LtJG Sam Carson
::sensors clearing up a bit::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  The crew count is 376; with the exception of yourself, Doc, and Rockman, all on bridge and deck 1
Cnslr. Rockman
::hand falls to side and Cnslr falls into deep sleep no longer in coma::
CMO Meri Wilson
::gasping::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: We should know if it works in about five minutes, if my estimate is correct.
CMO Meri Wilson
::monitors Rockman's vitals again...::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Any results?  Please tell me the power drain is decreasing....
Lt Winston
#walters: what is the life expenctancy left?
LtJG Sam Carson
::listens::  ::thinks, I hoped they all showered today::
CMO Meri Wilson
::thinking to herself...I've GOT to get a new job!!::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: None yet.
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  We have three hours forty two minutes remaining.
LtJG Sam Carson
::looks around the bridge::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Update as soon as info is available.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Aye, sir.
Lt Winston
#walters: has the emergency beacon been sounded?
Ens. Walters
::looks at Carson::  Lt?  What is power status to shields?
Cnslr. Rockman
::eyes open suddenly and Cnslr takes a deep gasp of air as he sits upright quickly::
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: raising slightly, up to 36%
CMO Meri Wilson
::jumps back, startled::
Cnslr. Rockman
::looks around without seeing::
CMO Meri Wilson
Rockman: Counselor???
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  We have not launched an emergency buoy, due to the power situation.
LtJG Sam Carson
::come on BABY!! Climb::
Cnslr. Rockman
Voice: who said that?  Where are you?
Lt Winston
#walters: what is the situation now?
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Watching sensors::  Its working sir... Power drain down by 4%.  Once it hits about 35%, the drain should drop exponentially.
CMO Meri Wilson
::scanning Rockman::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  We are waiting to see results.  So far, per Spencer, it looks promising.
LtJG Sam Carson
::checks sensors and confirms:: Walters: it's working
Cnslr. Rockman
::all is normal aside from temporary blindness::
Ens. Walters
::nods at Spencer and Carson:: Excellent.  Lets keep monitoring.
Cnslr. Rockman
Voice: who is there?  Answer me!
Lt Winston
#walters: go ahead and launch the emergency beacon.....
LtJG Sam Carson
::continues to monitor::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Will do.
Cnslr. Rockman
::arms flailing around to find something to grip::
Ens. Walters
Carson: Prepare and launch when ready an emergency beacon, in case something goes drastically wrong and we need outside help.
Lt Winston
#walters: pull of the stellar chart s and find the closest class M planet... and get coords
LtJG Sam Carson
::downloads data into emergency beacon:: Walters: Aye, all ready, just incase
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Power drop down... 17%.
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Will do.
CMO Meri Wilson
::grabs Rockman:: Counselor! Can you hear me??
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Locate the nearest class M planet, lidentify coords...
Cnslr. Rockman
Voice: who are you this time?!  I told you I don't want to go!!
Ens. Walters
Spencer: Feed them to Sea when available.
Cnslr. Rockman
::tries to shrug off Doc's grip but is too weak::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: The nearest is in the DMZ... which we can't go to.  The next is Garafalon.
Ens. Walters
<Sea>  Set in course for Sci coords as available.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Feeds coords to Sea::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Garafalon it is.  Feed coordinates.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Power Drain down to 28%.
LtJG Sam Carson
::confirms::
Ens. Walters
Carson:  Launch emergency beacon when ready.
Lt Winston
#walters; what is the distance to the nearest available Class M planet?
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: Ready on your mark
Cnslr. Rockman
::gives up fighting and slumps against bulkhead::
Ens. Walters
Spencer, Carson:  Keep the power as steady as possible.
CMO Meri Wilson
::pushes Counselor back down::
Cnslr. Rockman
Voice: who are you and why can I hear you but not see you?
Cnslr. Rockman
::breathing heavily::
LtJG Sam Carson
::launches emergency beacon::
LtJG Sam Carson
::whoosh::
Ens. Walters
<Sea> ::overhears the comm from Winston::  #Sir:  ETA to planet is five minutes, at impulse; no power for warp.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Sir, we won't have enough power to move for a least a few hours.
Ens. Walters
Carson:  You have the mark; launch it.
LtJG Sam Carson
::continues to monitor and keep power levels steady::
LtJG Sam Carson
::launchs beacon::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Have we enough power for impulse to set course for the planet?
Lt Winston
#walters: if power drains below 15% we need to start evacing to that planet via shuttlecraft... get all crews ready if need be plese ENS
CMO Meri Wilson
Rockman: Counselor?
Cnslr. Rockman
Voice: wait...I recognize you,I think.  Doctor?  Is that you?
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  acknowledged...
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Not for a few hours sir.
Ens. Walters
::raises eyebrows in Spencer's direction::  A few hours???  Be more specific.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Drain at 33%.... 34%.... 48%.... 59% ... 74%..
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: The Drain is gone and the zone is sealed.
LtJG Sam Carson
::watches as console lights up fully::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Great news.  How long til we recover to an operational standpoint?
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: We will have to wait while our power stores re-generate.  Our power levels are extremely low and we are not getting any back from that anomaly.
LtJG Sam Carson
::and bridge lights come on::
Lt Winston
#walters; what is the situation
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Spencer's plan worked; power drain halted and we're beginning recovery.
Cnslr. Rockman
::slumps back down, breathing heavily, no energy::
CMO Meri Wilson
Rockman: This is Doc Wilson...can you hear me?
Ens. Walters
#Spencer, Carson:  Are power levels climbing?
Cnslr. Rockman
Doc: I thought that was...you...why...didn't you answer....me?
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Slowly... very slowly...
Lt Winston
#walters: ok.... wait until the life support has repowered up before the crew returns to ship sections
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: Yes, they are climbing, but slowly
Ens. Walters
::grins at bridge staff:: At this point, slowly is acceptable.
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: I should be able to transfer power to sickbay shortly.
CMO Meri Wilson
Rockman: You were incoherent...didn't do much more than say your name ::monitoring signs on tricorder::
Ens. Walters
Carson:  Excellent.  Do so as soon as feasible.  
LtJG Sam Carson
::nods to Walters::
Cnslr. Rockman
Doc: I...have to...see....the...Cap...::falls over::
CMO Meri Wilson
::looks at Rockman in concern::
CMO Meri Wilson
::helps Rockman back up::
Lt Winston
#walters: please have life support prioty one. then sheilds.. then engine power
CMO Meri Wilson
Rockman: What? What?
Ens. Walters
::considers::  We're holding ok as we are at lifesupport; I'd like to get us a safe distance from this area, til we are at full power...
Cnslr. Rockman
Doc: the...Captain...I know....what's...
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  I'll implement that order now.  ::issues orders to bridge staff.
Cnslr. Rockman
Doc:...happening::breathing irraticly::
CMO Meri Wilson
Rockman: What?? What are you saying?
LtJG Sam Carson
::sees that there is enough energy to power up sickbay::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Any indication of what caused the power drain?
Lt Winston
#walterszz; once life supprt is functional lets have a damge assecment
CMO Meri Wilson
::signals Winston frantically::
Lt Winston
cmo: yes?
CMO Meri Wilson
Winston: Can you beam both of us directly to the bridge?
Cnslr. Rockman
::begins to lose conciousness::
Lt Winston
#walters: is sickbay prepared for use?
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Negative... I'm still analyzing the sensor logs.  The Gravitic Net is coming back on line.  I have no idea.
LtJG Sam Carson
#Winston: I have powered up sickbay, would you like to transfer there now, under the shuttlecrafts power and transporters?
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Will do, Sir.
CMO Meri Wilson
::gives Rockman a stimulant::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Let me check.
Lt Winston
:::transfering cmo and cnslr to sick bay now:::
LtJG Sam Carson
{transporter}
Ens. Walters
Carson:  Implement the transport, and coordinate with jWinston
CMO Meri Wilson
::materializes in Sick Bay::
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: done, sir
CMO Meri Wilson
::looks around....:: Dammit, I needed the BRIDGE
Ens. Walters
::nods at efficiency::
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: They have transported to sickbay
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  I'd suggest we get you back to the bridge as well?
CMO Meri Wilson
{#} Bridge, the Counselor needs to talk to the captain
Ens. Walters
::nods:: Carson:  Excellent.
Lt Winston
#walters; aye aye.prepare to beam
Ens. Walters
#Doc:  The captain is currently unavailable.  
Ens. Walters
#Carson:  Hold up on that beam.
LtJG Sam Carson
#Winston: you will have to use the shuttles transporter
LtJG Sam Carson
::holding::
CMO Meri Wilson
{#} Walters: Well, are you in command then? Rockman has important information
CMO Meri Wilson
::impatient::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  The doc is requesting a conversation with the captain.
Cnslr. Rockman
::slowly revives:: 
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Perhaps you should beam to jSickbay?
CMO Meri Wilson
::notices Rockman reviving::
Lt Winston
#walters; ok patch it in here
Cnslr. Rockman
Doc:where's... the Captain?
CMO Meri Wilson
Rockman: I'm working on it now....Just hold on a little longer...
CMO Meri Wilson
::signals Nurse Hannah to monitor the counselor::
Ens. Walters
#Winston: the doctor requests the commanding officer's presence in Sickbay, sir; can you beam there?
Cnslr. Rockman
Doc: I'm so...tired...need to ......sleep...
Lt Winston
:::beaming to bridge:::::
CMO Meri Wilson
::hears Rockman::
LtJG Sam Carson
{transporter}
CMO Meri Wilson
Counselor: No! Please just hold on a little longer
CMO Meri Wilson
::gives Rockman another stimulant::
Lt Winston
:::enters bridge::::
LtJG Sam Carson
::watches as Winston appears on the bridge???::
Ens. Walters
::grins at Winston as he materializes:: Ummmm, sir, your presence is requested in Sickbay...
CMO Meri Wilson
::curses at the level of drugs she's pumping into him::
Cnslr. Rockman
can I ....have.....water?
Lt Winston
Walters: huh... waht....
CMO Meri Wilson
::sends Nurse Hannah for some water::
Ens. Walters
Carson:  Initiate his transport to sickbay, doctor's orders...
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: Aye
Ens. Greg Spencer
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